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Cellphone SIM card reader (USB) - Find out what someone is doing on there phone!! (SIM100)

MGI - Ever wondered what someone is texting, calling with there cellphone - now you can find out. Check
up on your girlfriend, spouse, children, boyfriend, anyone.

Nov. 14, 2008 - PRLog -- Save, edit and delete your phone book and short messages (SMS) stored on your
SIM card using the Recovery PRO software and SIM Recovery Pro Reader with your computer and ANY
standard SIM card from a standard cell phone which supports removable SIM cards. Have you ever wished
you can spy on your wife, husband, teens, or an employer who needs to see what someone is up to? Are
they being suspicious when on their cell phone? This SIM card spy software and hardware solution can tap
into all files on a cell phone SIM card for viewing, saving or editing. Simply place the SIM card into the
USB reader and with your computer, instantly save for later or view immediately. Backup your mobile
phone numbers and SMS messages to your PC, another SIM card or any removable media. Cell Phone Data
Recovery alternatively, you may want to use this as a more efficient way to manage your own cell phone
contacts, phone numbers and personal information or as a SIM card data recovery backup. If you change
your mobile phone or service provider and receive a new empty SIM card, this SIM card solution is the best
way to load the new saved data onto it. Editing your SIM card entries has never been easier when doing it
on your PC with the computer's keyboard instead of your mobile phone keypad. Don't Be Fooled By
Imitations and False Claims!! This is the only SIM Card reader in the world that can actually see the
deleted messages. ; FAQ: How many deleted messages will I be able to recover? Answer: Everything that is
available to be recovered! Just like deleted files on a PC hard drive, as long as the deleted data on the SIM
card hasn’t been written over by a new file, it can still be retrieved. Some SIM cards hold more data than
others, which is a factor in total amount of data. A 64k card from ATT for example can hold multiple pages
of data. A SIM card memory sizes will vary by phone / carrier. However, the CELL PHONE SPY is
guaranteed to recover all and any deleted text message data that still resides on your phones SIM card.
There are no other SIM CARD SPY products on the market today that will be able to view / recover as
much deleted data from your SIM card as the SIM CARD SPY will recover off your SIM Card. Due to the
extensive range of mobile phone handsets and the way these handsets manage SMS text messages, we can
not guarantee that this product will recover data from every SIM card. However, we have recovered a
substantial amount of deleted text messages from all the SIM cards tested.

Features:

· Copy your phone book onto your PC 
· Allows user to find deleted text 
· Allows user to view up to last 10 numbers dialed. 
· Transfer data from one SIM card to another 
· Edit SIM card information on your computer
· Back up phone numbers and SMS messages 
· Forensically examine your SIM card to find deleted text messages and numbers 
· Program your SIM card to only dial numbers and make calls that your permit. (Good for controlling
children's calls or company employees.) 
· Allows you to backup, restore and edit your phone book. 
· Easy transfer of data from one SIM card to another SIM card. 

Includes:
• USB Sim Card Reader
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Mini Gadgets, Inc. is a importer/wholesale distributor of Spy/Surveillance products located in North
Atlanta. We have been in business over 8 years and work with the top surveillance and spy shops
through-out the US and abroad.
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